
From: "Daly, Brendan" <bdaly@cpb.org>
Subject: RE: Response to Viewers Like Us Questions
Date: December 3, 2021 at 10:14:07 AM PST
To: Grace Lee <grace@gracelee.net>, Akintunde Ahmad
<akintundeahmad@gmail.com>
Cc: "Harrison, Pat" <pharrison@cpb.org>

Dear Grace and Akintunde:

Thanks for your note. Hope you both had a good Thanksgiving holiday.

CPB is committed to advancing diversity at all levels of public media – in the
workforce, in the content produced, through filmmaking, storytelling and
reporting, and through broadcast and digital programs. This commitment
applies to CPB internally and throughout the system, and while the best
achievable outcome will not occur overnight, what is happening is steady
and continuous progress toward the goal.

At this point in our conversation, I can only say watch what we do in addition
to what we are saying. To sum up your request for yes or no answers, our
answer is yes, we are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion, and we
are working every day to advance this commitment.

All best,

Brendan

Brendan Daly
Vice President, Communications
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Cell: 202.934.6850



From: Akintunde Ahmad <akintundeahmad@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 2:19 PM
To: Harrison, Pat <pharrison@cpb.org>
Cc: grace@gracelee.net; Daly, Brendan <bdaly@cpb.org>
Subject: Re: Response to Viewers Like Us Questions

Greetings, Pat:

Thank you for getting back to us. For clarification, by “after the holidays,” do
you mean post- Thanksgiving 2021 or in 2022? We're on the East Coast
fairly often, so please let us know what time frame would work best for you.

Your response to Viewers Like Us did not address a number of specific
queries. For example, you wrote that  "Diversity is at the center of CPB’s
national initiatives." However, you did not directly address our questions that
point to a significant lack of progress and accountability around this issue.
We respectfully ask that you answer these questions:

1. Given public media’s pernicious and poor record on diversifying both staff
and content during your tenure, can you identify points of leadership failure
and what you believe must happen to change the trajectory?

2.            Will you require, as the OIG recommended in 2016, that station
diversity statements and data be made available on each station’s website?
Yes or no?

3.            Will you commit to making the diversity data CPB collects available
in a public-facing database that is searchable by station and state, along
with the most recent demographics of local communities stations are
serving? Yes or no? If not, why not?

4.            GBH, the largest public media station, recently released data that
shows its staff is 80% white and its executive leadership is 89% white. Is that
acceptable to you? Yes or no? If not, why not -- and what is CPB doing to
change it ? Have you spoken directly to CEO Jon Abbott about this, and if
so, what did you discuss?

5.            Will CPB commit to moving above and beyond initiatives in support
of BIPOC producers toward requirements that the system's programming

https://www.wgbh.org/foundation/gbh-diversity-data


investments, storytellers and executives reflect the diversity of the American
public? Yes or no?

6.            In requiring stations to disclose “the extent to which the grantee's
staff and governance reflect such diversity,” are you telling stations to
provide the public with data showing the breakdown of diversity within its
workforce and boards? Yes or no?

7.            What do you mean by “progress grantee has made to increase its
diversity?” Are you asking for data that would allow the public to see if a
station’s staff and board are becoming more diverse? Yes or no?

8.            Many of the diversity statements we reviewed on station websites
are long on platitudes yet lack specific goals, metrics, data or plans. Are
stations whose diversity statements lack those particulars out of
compliance? Yes or no?

9.            CPB was once statutorily required by the Public
Telecommunications Act of 1988 to submit annual reports on diversity to
Congress. Would you agree to reinstate these reports and make them
available to the public? Yes or no?

There is an efficient and cost-effective opportunity here that might also be a
first step toward data transparency and a culture of understanding upon
which to advance DEI change. We look forward to a mutually satisfactory
time and date for continuing this conversation in person.

Sincerely,
Akintunde



From: Akintunde Ahmad <akintundeahmad@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: FW: Viewers Like Us Transparency Follow Up

Date: November 2, 2021 at 8:31:32 AM PDT

To: "Harrison, Pat" <pharrison@cpb.org>

Cc: "grace@gracelee.net" <grace@gracelee.net>, "Washington, Kathryn"

<kwashington@cpb.org>, "Daly, Brendan" <bdaly@cpb.org>

Greetings Pat,

I hope all is well. Happy November! Grace and I wanted to follow up with

you.

Do you have an expected ETA for when you'll have the written responses

to our questions? Also, Grace and I will be in the DC area the week before

Thanksgiving. If you are around and available, we'd very much like to

meet in person.

Best,

Akintunde

On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 2:44 PM Akintunde Ahmad

<akintundeahmad@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Pat,

Thank you for getting back to us and agreeing to respond to our

questions.

We'll pass on the message to Joaquin, and we look forward to meeting

you in person as well.

Best,

Akintunde



On Tue, Oct 26, 2021 at 7:30 AM Harrison, Pat <pharrison@cpb.org>

wrote:

Dear Akintunde:

Thank you for your email. I am happy to respond to the questions

below in a written document for the record and add more information to

that provided by Kathryn Washington and Brendan Daly.  Please say

hello to Joaquin for me and I look forward to meeting you and Grace in

person when my travel begins post Covid. Best, Pat

From: Akintunde Ahmad <akintundeahmad@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, October 25, 2021 4:47 PM

To: Harrison, Pat <pharrison@cpb.org>

Cc: Grace Lee <grace@gracelee.net>; Daly, Brendan

<bdaly@cpb.org>

Subject: Viewers Like Us Transparency Follow Up

Patricia Harrison, President and CEO

Dear Patricia Harrison:

My name is Akintunde Ahmad, and I’m doing research for the public

media podcast series, “Viewers Like Us.”

On Sept. 9, you declined, through CPB Vice President of

Communications Brendan Daly, VLU’s request to interview you. Mr.

Daly advised us to consult the CPB website for information about

matters related to diversity, equity and inclusion in public media.

We have done that and our research has raised a number of questions

that only CPB can answer.



In the spirit of public trust and transparency, I am writing in hopes that

you will agree to answer these questions in an on-the-record interview

as well as provide us with written responses. The questions are listed

below.

I look forward to your prompt response.

Sincerely,

Akintunde Ahmad

Reporter and Co-Host

Viewers Like Us

akintundeahmad@gmail.com

5108759789

VLU: You have been the president of CPB since 2005. In that time, the

racial diversity of leadership at public television has changed very little

according to CPB’s own data.

Q: Given public media’s pernicious and poor record on diversifying both

staff and content during your tenure, can you identify points of

leadership failure and what you believe must  happen to change the

trajectory?

A:

VLU: We have found that station data related to diversity of staff and

programming is not easily discoverable or accessible to the public.

Q: Why not require, as the OIG recommended in 2016, that this data be

made available on each station’s website?

A:



Q: What diversity-related data does CPB collect from public media

stations? Do you believe the distinction between who is on the team

and what role they play on the team matters?

A:

Q: Will you commit to making the diversity data CPB collects available

in a public-facing database that is searchable by station and state,

along with the most recent demographics of local communities stations

are serving?

4. GBH, the largest public media company, recently released data that

shows its staff is 80% white and its executive leadership is 89% white.

Q: Is that acceptable to you and, if not, why not -- and what is CPB

doing about it?

A:

Q: Have you spoken directly to CEO Jon Abbott about this, and if so,

what did you say?

A:

VLU: In FY10, CPB allocated a total of $21.2 million to support

diversity, according to then-SVP of Diversity and Innovation, Joseph

Tovares. He told Current in 2013 that the number increased to $32.2

million in FY13.

Q: What was the total spending on diversity initiatives in each of the

years since then?



Will CPB commit to moving beyond initiatives in support of BIPOC

producers towards requirements that the system's investments,

storytellers and executives reflect the public?

How is CPB requiring change to meet the reality that the minority will

soon be the majority? Will investment match this reality?

A:

VLU: CPB recently announced that it was awarding grants of  $7 million

to PBS to “elevate the voices of diverse content creators” -- $4 million

to Firelight Media and $3 million to create more digital content through

“regional centers of digital innovation.”.

Q: What was the process for deciding to offer these grants and who

was involved?

A:

VLU: Ken Burns has repeatedly claimed that he raises the vast majority

of funding for his own films.

Q: How much money has CPB provided to fund Ken Burns’ films or

station activity related to his projects in the last 10 years? Please

include any funds given to Burns, individual stations, PBS, Florentine

Films and Better Angels Society.

A:

VLU: CPB requires stations receiving Community Service Grants to

have established diversity goals for its workforce, management, and

boards, including community advisory boards and governing boards.

Each grantee also must maintain and make public a diversity statement



noting progress they have made to increase diversity as well as the

grantee's diversity plans for the coming year.

Q: When -- and why -- did CPB start requiring stations to have diversity

goals and diversity statements?

A:

Q: What, specifically, does CPB mean by “established diversity goals

for their workforce, management and boards?”

A:

Q: How does CPB ensure stations are setting and achieving specific

diversity goals -- and being transparent with the public about what

those goals are and how well they are meeting their goals?

A:

VLU: CPB requires grantees to: “Maintain a diversity statement that

includes the elements of diversity most important to the grantee's public

media work; the extent to which the grantee's staff and governance

reflect such diversity; the progress grantee has made to increase its

diversity; and the grantee's diversity plans for the coming year.” The

statement must be on the station website or available at the station's

central office.

Q: What, specifically, is CPB seeking when it requires stations to

disclose  “elements of diversity most important to the grantee's public

media work?”

A: In requiring stations to disclose “the extent to which the grantee's

staff and governance reflect such diversity,” are you telling stations to



provide the public with data showing the breakdown of diversity within

its workforce and boards?

A:

Q: What do you mean by “progress grantee has made to increase its

diversity?” Are you asking for data that would allow the public to see if a

station’s staff and board are becoming more diverse?

A:

VLU: Many of the diversity statements we reviewed are long on

platitudes yet lack specific goals, metrics, data or plans.

Q: Are stations whose diversity statements lack those particulars out of

compliance?

A

Q: What, if any stations, have been denied CPB funding for failing to

comply with diversity, equity and inclusion rules and requirements?

A:

VLU: In 2016, the OIG recommendations to address “significant

noncompliance” with Communication Act and transparency

requirements. They recommended that you increase transparency

requirements so that stations must post more information on their

websites, and conduct annual reviews to ensure compliance.

Q: Why did CPB reject these recommendations?

VLU: When the OIG’s office found that station’s weren’t complying with

transparency requirements, your solution was to eliminate some of

those requirements, announcing that CPB would no longer require



stations to post on their websites their 990s or instructions on where

the public may find a station’s Annual Financial Report or the Annual

Financial Summary Report.

Q: If CPB is interested in diversity, transparency and accountability,

why loosen those requirements? Why not require stations to post

diversity statements, Employment Statistical Reports, 990s and annual

financial reports on their websites?

A:

Q: Which, if any, public television stations have used Community

Service Grant dollars to hire personnel and contractors who provide

DEI guidance or support DEI training over the past 10 years, and what

is the total cost to taxpayers?

A:

Q: If CPB is committed to diversifying programming, why did funding for

the National Minority Consortia/National Multicultural Alliance remain

stagnant for nearly a decade? Why has CPB investment in ITVS far

outpaced its investment in the National Multicultural Alliance?

A:

Q: CPB was once statutorily required by the Public

Telecommunications Act of 1988 to submit annual reports on diversity

to Congress. Would you agree to reinstate these reports and make

them available to the public?

A.




